To the Committee

I have no idea why you are again bothering with another worthless investigation into our putrid and illegal detention system because no matter how many times you do nothing changes.

We torture, brutalise, deny legal rights, threaten, bully,

You have inquiries into people smuggling, 27 submitters tell you it is not people smuggling and why it is not people smuggling - chuck it in the bin.

You have an investigation into "character tests in detention" and are told over and over again from every human rights body in the country that it is not right nor legal to drive people insane and then punish them when they "riot", even though most 'riots' are started by the AFP.

Attached find my former submissions over many years, all ignored.

Attached find a list of all former investigations over the past decade. All ignored.

Detention is the problem with only one solution that this country seems to be incapable of employing.

Don't use detention.

But there is one problem, the ALP, Liberals and Nationals are racist, privileged lazy cowards.

Marilyn Shepherd